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There's nothing as much important as to have the knowledge of "when to do things, how to do

things and where to do things". Where; 'when' shows the quality of timing of a particular thing,

'how' shows the quality of the degree or the state of that thing, and 'where' shows the

positioning of that same thing. In all the WHEN, HOW and WHERE, are what makeup time and

positions in life. In other words, time and position is the when, how, and where to do a

particular thing.They are the guild lines to any successful plan. This is why there are people

called spy. A good and a well standard army general would always send some spies ahead into

the territories of his enemy and these spies after they must have spied the territory, come back

with information that helps the general know the when, how, and where to attack. If the general

can get to know these cardinal points of action, I can tell you that there is nothing his enemies

can do to stop his success in that battle. This was also how God helped the children of Israel in

defeating the kingdom of Jericho.There is nothing as important as knowing what to do at any

given time as I said earlier on. It is what makes and keeps you ahead of everyone. Knowing

what to do, covers both the WHEN, HOW, and where to do it. Knowing what to do talks more of

time, as in future and time as in position. Time and positions are highly the two essences of life.

A man that appears before his time even at the right position is prone to fail, so is a man that

appears at the right time but not at the right position. For example; a farmer is meant to be at

his farmland in the morning which he did but forgot his tools for farming, this puts the farmer in

the wrong positioning to function for that day. Don't just appear at the right time but also at the

right position. A man that understands them both (Time and Position) has in his hand's keys to

many doors of life.But He said this to test Philip because He knew what He was about to do.

[John 6:6] AMP.He knew what He was about to do, He was not acting by chance, He had it all

planned out already while Philip was busy running to different edges of life. This was Jesus

when was about to feed five thousand people with just two fishes and five loaves of bread.

Now, if you read through from verse six down, you would find out that the report of the two

fishes and five loaves of bread came after it was said that Jesus knew what to do, imagine that.

While Philip was busy calculating how much bread they can afford, Jesus knew what to do.

Jesus as a man was a master of timing and positions.
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the good work.IntroductionThere's nothing as much important as to have the knowledge of the

"when to do things, how to do things and where to do things". Where; 'when' shows the quality

of timing of a particular thing, 'how' shows the quality of the degree or the state of that thing,

and 'where' shows the positioning of that same thing. In all the WHEN, HOW and WHERE, are

what makes up time and positions in life. In other words, time and positions is the when, how

and where to do a particular thing. They are the guild lines to any successful plan. This is why

there are people called spy. A good and a well standard army general would always send some

spies ahead into the territories of his enemy and these spies after they must have spied the

territory, they come back with information that helps the general know the when, how and

where to attack. If the general can get to know these cardinal points of actions, I can tell you

that there is nothing his enemies can do to stop his success in that battle. This was also how

God helped the children of Israel in defeating the kingdom of Jericho.There is nothing as

important as knowing what to do at any given time like I said earlier on. It is what makes and

keeps you ahead of everyone. Knowing what to do, covers both the WHEN, HOW and WHERE

to do it. Knowing what to do talks more of time, as in future and time as in position. Time and

positions are highly the two essences of life. A man that appears before his time even at the

right position is prone to fail, so is a man that appears at the right time but not at the right

position. For example; a farmer is meant to be at his farmland in the morning which he did, but

forgot his tools for farming, this puts the farmer in the wrong positioning to function for that day.

Don't just appear at the right time but also at the right position. A man that understands them

both (Time and Position) has in his hands keys to many doors of life.But He said this to test



Philip, because He knew what He was about to do. [John 6:6] AMP.He knew what He was

about to do, He was not acting by chance, He had it all planned out already while Philip was

busy running to different edges of life. This was Jesus, when was about to feed five thousand

people with just two fishes and five loaves of bread. Now, if you read through from verse six

down, you would find out that the report of the two fishes and five loaves of bread came after it

was said that Jesus knew what to do, imagine that. While Philip was busy calculating how

much bread they can afford, Jesus knew what to do. Jesus as man was a master of timing and

positions.CHAPTER 1To everything there is a season, and a time to every purpose under the

heaven [Ecclesiastes 3:1].Time has a way of out running us without the awareness of our

knowledge. Before we know what's happening, we are far behind in time, or age is not on our

side. This alone, wearies a lot of people in their doings or place of work. So many a time you

wake up late or go to work late or come home late. You have tried adjusting but end up failing,

while not try being consistent with the change you intend to make. The best way to keep up

with time on a long run is to be consistent. The more you do what you do without a stop, the

more it becomes part of you, after a while you would find out you don't need the alarm to wake

up in the morning for your daily activities or at night for your prayers, you would find out how

behind time would be from you. Consistency builds you into perfection, consistency makes you

a master of time, and it is a key way to success in life.Seest thou a man diligent in his

business? He shall stand before kings; he shall not stand before mean men. [Proverbs

22:29].When we talk about positions, it's quite different from that of time, consistency would

only keep you ahead in time but won't help you merit a desired position of life. To be able to

keep up with position, you would need to be strategic in the nature of your movement in life. If

you're not, then you will fail to attain the right positions in life. In actual sense strategy comes

before consistency. When you decide to put yourself in a position of waking up in the night for

prayers, as a starter, use a strategic planning; by setting alarm or any other thing that can be

done. In this way, you put yourself in a good position to function for the night. Strategy is a plan

of action intended to accomplish a specific goal, it also the use of advance planning to succeed

in politics, business or anything one can think of. By strategy, positions can be created and can

be attained, while by consistency you can meet up with time and possibly live beyond it.
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